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ABSTRACT

Tha EBR-JI as originally designed and operated by the Argentic
National Lflhoralrory was successful in de:ror,st.retir.g the opera-
tion of £i scdiurn-cooled fast breeder pov/ar plant with a c'lossd
fuel repronsssirig cycle. Subsequent operation has been as an experi-
mental facil i ty where tSiousands of irradiation tests havo been
performed. Conversion to this application entailed the dssigr;
and fabrication of special irradiation subasseirblies for iri-core
irradiations4 and additions to existing faci l i t ies for out-of-
core irradioiions, and additions to existing fac i l i t ies for
out-of-core experiments. Experimental SLtbassemblies now cor.-
s t i tu ts about one third of the core, and changes in the core
configuration occur about monthly, requiring neutronic and
thermal-hydraulics analyses and monitoring of the reactor
dynamic behavior. The surveillance programs provided a wealth
of information on irradiation induced swelling and creep, in-
reactor fracture behavior, and the compatibility of materials
with liquid sodium.

Prepared for presentation at the .Joint US/USSR Seminar en FBR Construction
and Operating Experience to be conducted in June 1975.



I. INTRODUCTION

EBR-II was designed and operated by ANL to remonstrate a fast breeder
sodium cooled central station (1) and was subsequently transformed to i t s
current function as an irradiation fac i l i ty . Various types of irradiation
vehicles have been designed and inserted in EBR-II to subject materials, fuels,
and sensors to elevated temperatures and a fast flux environment. The reactor
core inlet temperature is 7bo0F} the maximum outlet temperature is 940°F, and
the peak total flux is 3 ("0)15 neutrons/square centimeter/second.

The versatility provided by the many irradiation subcissemblies which
were designed and fabricated by ANL has made this facil i ty tlie principal fast
breeder reactor irradiation test facil i ty in the United States. Instrumented
fuels, materials, and sensors added to the in-core test capabili t ies. Test
regions added external to the reactor in the primary tank tes t ion chambers,
and evaluate components and sensors in the radioactive primary-system coolant
sodium in externally added cel ls .
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I I . TRANSITION FROM THE INTEGRAL FUEL REPROCESSING POWER
PLANT TO AN IRRADIATION FACILITY

To achieve tha coj ls desired for an irradiat ion f a c i l i t y , changes were
made fac i l i t a t i ng the desired conversion. The handling of in-core i r rad ia t ion
subassernbiies WHS made compatible with the existent fuel handling system for
the regular driver fsiel. A fai led fuel transfer system was designed, i ns ta l l ed ,
and tested to permit the removal of an i r radiat ion subassembly having external
features so altered thut normal handling can not be expected. Instrumented
f a c i l i t i e s were instal led in three of the twelve control rod positions, in
the out-of-core high-temperature nuclear instrument test f a c i l i t y , and in the
mult iple-cel l radioactive sodium component test loop. These necessitated the
extensive instal lat ion of new equipment complete with special in-reactor-
buildiny nsndViny equipment. Plans were prepared and some components were
fabricated for -he emergency removal of instrumented subassemblies, and for
the fa i led fuel subassembly transfer system. These permit the removal of
severely defected components vert ical ly out of the primary tank. To date,
neither have been required. We have been fortunate in that no unusual events
consequential to fuel element failures have required special handling.

Generally, experiments exit from the reactor building to the hot
fuel examination f a c i l i t y . Some only enter the i n i t i a l a i r ce l l for loading
into a shipping cask for transfer to another f a c i l i t y . Subassemblies are
cleaned of sodium in the a i r cell using the original equipment instal led for
the driver fue l , and they enter the argon cel ls where post i r radiat ion
examination equipment 'was instal led, including the capabil i ty for metallo-
graphic examinations. Original cell equipment for the melt ref ining and
reconstitution of irradiated driver fuel was replaced by specialized
equipment. Anew vert ical assembler-disassembler was insta l led to take
apart irradiated fuel subassemblies and reassemble new hardware on irradiated
capsules or elements. A complete new cel l f a c i l i t y has been constructed
recently and equipped to supplement the or iginal cell capacity, as well as
permit the examination of in-core loops irradiated in other Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory test reactors. Neutron radiography of fuel elements
or f u l l subassemblies is carried out in an adjacent (TREAT) test reactor.

Most experiments are assembled into irradiat ion subassemblies.- Forty
f ive models of i r radiat ion subassemblies are currently available for use by
the experimenters. This does not include the variations on the lower adapters
required to f i t the three regions of the reactor (core, inner blanket, and
outer blanket). The core size has increased from the or iginal central f ive
reactor rows to seven reactor rows. This is due to the increased demand for
i r radiat ion space in the reactor.

I I I . TYPES OF IRRADIATION SUBASSEMBLIES

The following describes the currently available types of i rradiat ion
subassemblies (Fig. 1).
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Some irradiation subassemblies contain capsules within individual
shroud tubes without spiral spacing wires are placed on the capsules. The
advantage of a shroud tube is more uniform flow distribution. Edge effects
which appear in a hexagonal cluster are eliminated.

Someirradiation subassemblies contain capsules or fuel elements
assembled within the standard outer hexagonal tube without an internal
l iner.

One irradiation subassembly is a modified driver subassembly which
has had the upper shield removed to provide space for a materials irradia-
tion package. The normal fuel bundle serves as a preheater for an ambient
sodium temperature in the experiment region of about 900°F depending upon
the reactor row location.

Certain irradiation subassemblies provide for irradiations having
an above normal risk of failure. All have particle-collectors above and
below the core, and have internal liners to protect the outer hexagonal
tube. Al l except the f i r s t designs have a heavy wall l iner, or equivalent,
for pulse pressure protection to prevent unacceptable deformations of the
outer hexagonal tube in the event of the release of high-pressure fission
product gasses within the irradiation subassembly.

One type of irradiation subassembly has thermally insulated bypass
flow channels, allowing higher than normal capsule temperatures.

One type of irradiation subassembly is designed for creep tests of
test capsules. Some provide pulse pressure protection. The test capsules
are spaced by collars on the ends of the capsules. Shielding toward the
lower grid is achieved by the insertion of a steel plug within each test
capsule.

An advanced design combines pulse pressure protection, bypass flow
(permitting 1250°F sodium flow through the fuel elements)., radial thermal
i nsulati on, and the accommodation of fuel element swel1i ng to f i ve percent.
A space-saving dual function is achieved by providing two concentric thin
wall tubes with a gas annulus between them for both thermal insulation and
containment of pressure pulses. A primary orifice plate located in the top
of the lower adapter minimizes the pressure drop at the flow dividing element
and at the bypass orif ice holes for greater accuracy of flow division.
Swelling is accommodated with a central liner consisting of six thin wall
segments, each overlapping one hexagonal f l a t , backed by six stainless steel
collapsible spacing strips. The liner is held sung against the fuel elements
by the collapsible spacing strips and by a hydrostatic pressure differential
across the segments.

Other varieties of irradiation subassemblies are available. Fabrication
of experimental irradiation subassemblies proceeds at a rate of about 85 per
year. Capabilities in some irradiation subassemblies (Ref. 2) include in-
sulated bypass flow, particle collectors and acceptance of five percent
element swelling (Fig. 2).
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IV. SUMMARY OF IRRADIATION SUBASSEMBLY EXPERIMENTS

The use of EBR-II as an i r radiat ion f a c i l i t y for the U.S. LKFBR program
began with run no. 5, in May, 1965. The f i r s t i rradiat ions included prototype
fuel rods of uraniurn-piutoniurn oxide and uranium-plutonium al loy. Several
capsules containing specimens of fuel cladding anrJ structural inaterials were
also included.

I n i t i a l l y , a l l experimental fuel elements irradiated in EBR-II were en-
capsulate J. This procedure provided extra protection to reactor ava i l ab i l i t y
in the event that cladding fai lure occurred in an experimental fuel element.
Some three years la te r , as greater experience was obtained, i t was apparent
that the irradiat ion of certain type of unencapsulated experimental fuel elements
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could be accomplished without undue hazard to reactor ava i l ab i l i t y . For the
past four years, a l l such elements have been tagged with a characteristic
mixture of xenon i^ctr^es to minimize the time required to locate fuel elements
that develop cladding leaks and release f iss ion products into the reactor cover
gas system.

EBR-II is also being used to an increasing extent for testing instrument
sensors being developed for sodium cooled reactor plants. Several such experi-
ments are now in progress.

A tota l of 6378 experimental i rradiat ions have been or are being con-
ducted in the reactor since the f ac i l i t y was ut i l ized as an i r radiat ion f a c i l i t y .

The distr ibut ion of irradiations as to type and number is as follows:

Experiment Type Number of pins, capsules, sensors, etc.

1. Oxide fuel 2096
2. Other LMFBR fuel 213
3. Driver fuel 310;:!
4. Cladding and Structural* 657
5. Control Materials 113
6. Other tests 192_

Total 6373"

An experiment is defined as a single fuel element or capsule. Depending upon
the size of the experimental fuel elements or capsules, an experimental sub-
assembly may contain from one to 91 experiments. The actual snount of reactor
space that has been used for experimental irradiations is shown in Figure 3.
This f igure describes the number of experimental subasscmbli ;;s inserted in
EBR-II fo r each reactor run since 1965. The fluctuations in the number of sub-
assemblies in the core at any one time result from either or (1) delayed
schedules in receipt of experiments to EBR-II, (2) administrative or
operational shut-downs of the Hot Fuel Examination Facil i ty!-1) changes in
programmatic support for the experiments. Figure 4 shows the use of test
space in EBR-II as to the types of experimental materials irradiated during
each reactor run.

Experimental elements have fai led in 28 different subassemblies. Twelve
of these subassemblies contained encapsulated elements and of these, only one
necessitated early removal due to a f ission gas leak in a capr.ule weld. Sixteen
failures have been experienced with subassemblies containing unencapsulated
elements. Six of these were wit!) elements that were not xenon tagged and ten
were tagged.

The total loss of reactor operating time (to February 1975) in searching
for the source of f ission gas release and removing the subassenbly has been
39 days for the untagged subasseniblies and 49 days for those containing tagged
elements. The nature of the failures in unencapsulated elements has been
characterized by pin hole leaks^ some of which could not be located during
post i r radiat ion examinations ( J J ^ S )
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In the course of i r radiat ing these experimental materials noteworthy
exposure goals and operating condition!: have been reached, and are l is ted below:

Pehk Bu Peak Flucnce Cladding Plenum Pressure
Type a ' ° __J0L3. n v .L_ Temp. °F psi

Oxide Fuel 17 1.5 1500 2000
Carbide Fuel 12 1.2 1370 625
Metal Fuel 15 1.2 1100 2900
Structural Mat1! -- 1.7

These goals do not represent an optimum or f ina l f igure, but re f lec t current
milestones in the L!1Fi5R fuel development programs.

V, INSTRUCTED FACILITIES AMD DATA ACQUISITION FACILITIES

Following the implementation of various irradiat ion subassemblies, the
need for the extension r>f capabil i t ies to obtain data during reactor operation
became ar. obvious objective. Instrument leads could only be brought out through
the reactor row five control rod >ositions, A bold step was taken to convert
to higher worth control rods and insta l l f a c i l i t i e s in t!;e vacated control rod
positions. These fac i l i t i es (6) are the Instrumented St:basse:vbly Test Faci l i t ies
(INSAT) end the In-Core Test Faci l i t ies (INCOT), (Figure 5).

The INSAT fac i l i ty^ provides means of measuring operating parameters
of specimen fuels, instruments, end related components in the CHR-Ii core. The
system consists of an instrumented subassembly, an extension tube with seals
and connections for the instrument lead wires, a drive to make i t compatible
with f lift'I handling operations, end connections to recording nnd data logtjinq
equipment. I t is cooied by 7QQT flowing sodium entering frcro the reactor
in le t plenum and exiting in the reactor out let plenum.

Irradiat ion subassemblies were designed to monitor coolant conditions
within the fueled subassembly and to provide behavioral data on fuels and other
materials witi i ir. capsules. Typically most included thermocouples, electro-
magnetic flowmeters, and f lux monitors. One experiment included sixteen capsules
containing clad uranium-oxide fuel specimens, and two capsules containing
structural materials. Three of these fuel capsules were equipped with fue l -
centerline thermocouples (1800 to 2400°C). Four fuel capsules contained
fission-gas pressure transducers of the nul l balance type. Two capsules,
containing structural materials, were equipped with center!ine thermocouples.
The six completed I'JSAT experiments are l i s ted in Table I .

The In-Core Instrument Test Faci l i ty provides direct access into the
reactor cove to accomplish operational testing of in-core instrumentation and
materials under simulated LMFBR conditions. This f a c i l i t y provides a thimble
assembly extending from the top of the biological shielding, through the bulk
coolant sodium into the reactor core. I t is located i n , and exposed to a s imi lar
environment as the instrumented subassembly. Instrument sensors and materials
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have been inserted into this thimble assembly exposed to a gas environment;
or a sodium environment. I t is cooled by 700°F flowing sodium entering
from the reactor in let plenum and exit ing in the primary tank. Sodium temp-
eratures to 120Q°F have been attained during reactor operation, ler pcratures
above this range would cause serious thermal stress problems.

The f i r s t of the INCOT fac i l i t i es was instal led in EDR-I1 in 1972.
Four INCOT experiments have been successfully concluded as l i s ted in Table I I .

The removal of the IJ-JCOT experiment is accompli sheet by direct withdrawal
of the radioactive experiment from ihs reactor core and primary tank into a
specially designed handling container located on lf>s operating f loor of the
reactor. An IUCOT removal is a shorter removal process than thet. of on IMSAT
which requires an intermediate cut oft" operation within the rcoctor. In an
If (COT removal; the radioactive experiment i* withdrawn into a 37 f t . long INCOT
thimble assembly hiinciling container suspended froi.i th? overhead crane (Figure 5),
This container consists of a cask .^d shutter assembly, a cask rear shield
that can be e lect r ica l ly raised ai'id lowered and an internal cn-wo system t>iat
l i f t s the radiCo-cti'.'G component into the container. CpeiwVion of the container
is remotely controlled from ipsi-e a shielded operators booth 20 f t . away usinu
long extension rods and an electric;:! control console.

EBR-II was bu i l t with 4 ("J" type) nuclear in~ tr ident thir.-»> 1 es winch
enter the primary tenk at an elcvan cbgre* angle and peiU'Arate Lie neutron
shield external to the reactor vessel, and 4 ("0" type) v/hicii r.iviMcrly slant
down towards the reactor vessel am) u:r;;iinate extp.-iiji to th? .•••^itron shioloiny.
One each of these has be&n converted to the fJucloar Instry'i'-cut Vest Faci l i t ies
(HITF).

The NITF thimbles are about 2S feet long, with a lower portion 15" in
outside diameter ir.rar.jed i n the 700'"F bull: sodium. Tho top eight feet is a
heavy-concrete arid steel-bal l radiation shie ld. Test te^pcranges from 150°
to 700°F are achieved by th ro t t l ing t ie flow of ins t r u a n t cooling a i r . The
air flow system pulls room c i r throwah the thinibles anri pasoss i t to t!ie radio-
active waste gas system as or ig inal ly designed. Special iian-iiing tools were
prepared.

Many neutron sensor tests have been completed since i n i t i a l i rradiat ions
began in June 1971. These tests are l is ted in Table I I I . .
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The radioactive sodium chemistry loop (RSCL) was designed and added
to provide a side stream of the primary sodium passing through a group of
small shielded cells. Each cell operates in parallel insuring independent
tests of materials and instruments. Tests on oxynen sensors, hydrogen sensors,
and sampling devices have been installed in these cells. Future tests wi l l
include the evaluation of the sodium iodide equilibration sampling device,
etc. Tests began in March 1972. Tests are l isted in Table V.

The data acquisition system (DAS) was added to support EBR-II routine
operation and to record experimental data continuously from the various
instrumented faci l i t ies. The major operational parameters relating to reactor
power have been added to assist in interpreting the experimental data.
Output is usually furnished to the experimenter in tape form.

VI. ANALYSIS

A. Pre-run and Post-run Neutronics and Thermal-Hydraulics

For optimal correlation of test data, EBP,-11 experimenters require
minimal run-to-run variation in the neutronic and thermal-hydraulic environment
of the reactor. High priority experiments are generally maintained within 5".
in power and flowrate from run to run. Experimental subasseinb'lies are, however,
transferred in and out of the core every run. To nrirnrrize undesirable environ-
mental changes from ther.c charmer, in the reactor configuration, special analyse?
are carried on I to specify in detail the core leading for each run. A month in
adv3ice of the 7oariir.tr o'£ration for a run, a tcntiilive core loading is fixed
and analyzed in two-diifi'ns'ional x-y geometry using S4 transport theory and a
special ?9-nroiip cross section sot. If any significant corci.'ide "flux-tiltir.c-,"
(the major source of run-to-run variations in the nc-utrciric environment) is
predicted, the "loading diayram is modified to minimize this effect. At the same
time, thermal-hydraulics calculations are carried out to assure that the driver
fuel subaiStMr.br;as wil l operate at acceptable temperatures. Results of the
pre- ru'i analyses ere tr;.-nr»mi aed to the exoer!tranters for their information
prior to the start of the run.

In almost every case, the actual core loading differs from the tentative
configuration used ir. thoj pre-run analyses. Thus, post-run >:-y transport theory
calculations are done, and the results are sent to the experimenters. More
detailed physics calculations are also done to obtain detailed fission and gamma
power distributions in x-y geevetry; results of these calculations are trans-
mitted upon request. Less frequent physics calculations are done in r-z geometry
for total power normalization factors and to obtain relative axial distributions
of fission and gamma power deposition in the reactor. Neutronics calculational
techniques are checked against dosimetry tests that are run periodically in
EBR-II t.t both low-power (̂ 50 kWt) and full-power (62.5 MWt) conditions.
Agree^n" be+weon x.aasured and predicted dosimetry results has generally been
good.(8,9B10,ll) The fiowrate through each subassembly is calculated with the
EBRFLOW code (Ref. 12).
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&• Routine Monitoring of Reactor Dynamic Behavior

EBR-II is required to operate with a negative power coefficient of
reactivity of at least 0.5 Ih/fWtat 100?; primary flowrate (441 Ih = K. Ak/k).
There are a number of contributions to the total power coefficient, each
having i t s own time constant. These include axial expansion of tlio metal
driver fuel and density reduction of the sodium in the core and axial reflector,
all having time constants of the order of few tenths of a second; and expansion
of subassembly ducts and reactor support structure, having time constants of a
few seconds. Of primary importance is the prompt, component of the power
coefficient, which varies typically from about 0.7-1.4 Ih/MWt. Since the
reactor configuration varies from run to run, the prompt power coefficient
is routinely monitored to assure that i t does not show anomalous trends.
This monitoring has been done at EBR-II using oscil lator rods and drop rods.
The la t te r are of two types» one containing neutron absorbing material
(tantalum) and the other containing neutron scattering material (stainless
s teel) . Greatest success with regard to re l iabi l i ty and intorpretabili ty of
data has been obtained with a stainless steel drop rod, which is currently used.

A series of rod drops is usually carried out .it the s t a r t (and frequently
end) of each reactor run. The resulting data on rear: tor power ; s . tiiw are
processed through an inverse reactor kinc-tics co'^-utor code to yield reactivity
feedback vs. time and power. The slope of the reactivity vs. power curve j(.;?t
after the rod drops is determined using a single-term feedback mods; this slo;>e
is taken as the prompt feedback coefficiert. Results for a nu:.l>er of EuR-11 runs
are shown In Fig. 6. The scatter in the dcta is beli<?vr.d duo tu the relatively
lew signal-to-noise ratio of the stainless steel drcj red, slightly diff^rtnl:
init ial positions of subassemblies in the reactor following fuel hand!ing, e tc .

Ideally a drop rod for EBR-II should have a reactivity v.'orth sufficiently
large to produce a good signal-to-noise ra t io , but not so large as to cause
power perturbations that would be deleterious to the experiments in the reactor.
A worth of about 15-20 Ih represents a good compromise between these conflicting
requirements. A tantalum drop rod having a worth in this range was investigated.
It was found, however, that the shape of the curve of rod worth vs. fraction
inserted was too sensitive to the composition of adjacent subassemblies to pern.i t
i ts routine use. Alternative dynamic monitoring approaches such as the use of
a pseudo-random binary osci l lator are being considered for use at EBR-II.

C. Surveillance of Experimental Subassemblies

Extensive surveillance is conducted on experimental subassembiies
irradiated in EBR-II. One purpose of this surveillance is to assure that
fast-neutron-induced swelling of stainless steel in the subassemblies does not
lead to operational difficulties such as "sticking" of subassemblies in the
reactor, making removal d i f f icul t , or "sticking" in the primary tank storage
basket, requiring special handling. In addition, excessive axial growth of
subassembly ducts can lead to damaging contact between subassembly tops and
holddov/n fingers located jus t above them. This surveillance is carried out
with a combination of analysis and the application of appropriate gaging tools.

Another purpose of the surveillance work is to obtain improved cor-
relations for such important phenomena as swelling of stainless steel vs. fluence
and neutron flux spectrumOS) and fission gas release fraction from oxide.
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carbide and metal fuel bodies vs. l inear power, hurnuo, and i n i t i a l f i r !
densi ty. O4) A p a r t i c u l a r l y important ty.>? of ci>r>"'l--;tion is t'noi: oi eler--nt
fai lure- w i th burnt.jp, l i near nowur , r:t-~. Using l-;e'b»n cfial.V5.is, i L IT •" s bo in
shown that f a i l u r e of nejt. i l . fmil cf.'.i b i corrr-lateo v:eVI using Only burnu". as
the cor re la t ing par ouster. 0 5 ; Conquerable, but not as mucli, success has been
obtained using bunvji.' alc-ru, \o corrc-ici.'': f u t u r e op specif;*- types of ox'rf'J
and carbide ri-cl s i c . ^ i t s . ^ 5 . ' \har_- arc t.-.'o iir.portdi.t arcis of app l i ca t ion
o f the f a i l u r e surcisLic?- fur-.'eill«V!ce work, nr.;r."/iy, ir. providing ouidance in
deciding whether 2 v«bu';<_c-i.bly pr&aiclc-d to be arr.-:-o£ :i i i 'v; -railure i n rrr?-11
should he kep'. in 'J.o rv i i c to r , and in helping to -u-'ciuo wr, >.h MiLu-j^c-.ibiy TO
loakinu v;h>?n f i ss ion ^as is observed in the !-r?R-l: cov-r o.~s or :>-]-~yeC- n^uxren
or ,\:r:l spocivs ar<- observed in tha r.iiirnry "odi i>.;. r.rrj: cl t 'v>e exp l ic i t ' ions
relate.' r i i rcv l ' l y tc :i..:.-ravinn the plcint ypej-c t iny f . f . ro r uf L 3 K - 1 1 .

D. Trciniiqus: Fo- r ^ ' c f ' O " . ^n^ L^c£:tii)JlG^ lUl'1-5c! J - f '':•"!• r i

Under current proccc'frc-s for cos ration of EBF.-1I, si-utcown of the
r^srtir is roquireci whenever f isuinn product act iv i ty lr. tii-> ercjcn cover ga?
or tlif? primary socm'* exceeds S|*eci i"iod Vii,.it5. 0:i- l i"~ or contiifjous nonitoring
of fission product act iv i ty in the oover ges is &:• JC will-, iha Fission 6;JS
Monitor (!:GH)j Reactor Covt-r Gcs K-jsvitor (KCCM) r..;'d C€)v:a;,it;;'-Li \'iiu:r; Arqci
Scanning System (GLASS) detectors. Continuous metvltorin" of d'la.yaJ neutron
act iv i ty in the primary system sodium is done with the Fuel tlc'-ent Ruoluv:
Detector (FtRD) system. In addit ion, whenever f ission product releases are
observed, samples of the cover 93s and primary sodium are tc'1'.'.-r1. f or anelysi?.

For each run a prognosis is made of experimental subasscmblies in the
reactor that are most l ike ly to f a i l , i . e . , r e l c o ^ fission products. This
prognosis is based largely upon the s ta t is t ica l fa i lure information obtained
from the surveillance ac t iv i t ies cited above. I f a fai lure decs occur during
the run, the s ta t is t i ca l information is used together with the f iss ion product
release data and analysis of the cover gas and primary sodium to deterains tha
leaking subassembly.

The gas plenum in each fuel element of every new experimental subassembly
that goes into EBR-II contains a special mixture of xenon isotopes. Al l the
elements in a given subassembly contain the same tag isotopes, and each sub-
assembly contains a different mixture. Some older experimental subassemblies
in the reactor are not tagged, nor are any of the regular metal driver fuel
subassemblies. Upon failure of a tagged element, the tag mixture together
with f i ss ion product
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gases are released to the primary sodium coolant and make thei r way to the
cover gas. Mass sf..actrog;-aphic analysis of a cover gas s?i:?lc roveals whether
the release is from a tagged subasscrobly, and i f so, what the i.i<} composition i s .
Interpretation of iho tag analysis data is necessary to account for xenon
isotopes that are present i'.i ihr argon cover gas ss natural backoro'ind impurit ies,
and also to account for changes in the lay cc:iipo-Hion durir.'t i r rad iat ion. Theh'o
changes are due to production •..-? xenon isotopes as f iss ion products and
to (n.y) tr.ir.EIDU"5;av.ion =•».

l-virther infon.ie.tion is cDtyiurd fro:;: the- total smoi'nt of f ission product
03 s reiv,?.sed one1 "i bs cempof i i i on . The amount of <j:..z relecs-'d ina-?;-is;as with
burr:up5 and is qroo.txr i'or o>:if.!.? !'i:3l thrv.i for mata! or r.arbK»;- fuel .-it low
bijrnup-s. The relative amounts- o.f ^ho^4:--! i^,-1, ir»;<topf^ and longer-lived
isotopes differ for the three types of fuel because of their differing
retentivities of fission gas.

Pr imary system sodium S-I - IPIGS are tnl-cn t o dbternvlr'O whether there, i s
ve lcose o f s o l u b l e f i s s i o n p\:>•.;<•! -=:.- or f u e l . I f there is an

t i - j n o f i n s i o n n c a n t f ue l ~>u vl :» sod' :u;n, k : L sio:'i i f i cc .n l " a;;v)ijrii.s c t
c f i s s i o n proJucts . . i t i ^ z-i:pf;cted t r . a t !.ho volect ;o .s f ro : , ,

QleTiier-t, i . e . , f rom niatul ru- i l o r c a . L U s f u e l .

may then be Detained during subsequent
or Hue bUsfecv. as ens icer.ing bU:?c;ite;fiD!y
t hanaiing operations pr ior to disassembly.

Frequently the evidence does not clearly point to ono suspect-, here
i t becomes necessary to remove a number of suspect subassemblios. After the
removal the reactor is restarted. I f no f ission product ac t i v i t y is observed,
the least suspect among the i n i t i a l l y removed subassemblies are returned to the
reactor to see i f one of them is the leaking one. This procedure is continued
unti l the leaking subassembly is ident i f ied and removed for examination. I f there
is concern that replacement of experimental subassemblies with other subassemblies
may lead to f lux t i l t i n g in the reactor, a special x-y geometry transport theory
calculation is done> and modifications of the core loading are made as required.

V I I . MATERIALS SURVEILLANCE

The EBR-II design was accomplished without the benefit of information
regarding the effects of a fast neutron spectrum on the mechanical properties -;

of the structural materials or the compatibil i ty of the structural materials ;
with l i qu id sodium. In fac t , the phenomena of i rradiat ion induced swelling
and creep were unknown. In anticipation of materials problems due to long-term
neutron exposure in l iqu id sodium ten subassemblies were constructed that
contained samples of f i f teen alloys used in the primary system of EBR-II.
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These subassemblies were designated as the SURV subassembl ies and they were
primarily designed to gain information concerning sodium con^atibi"1 vi-v of th-
various alloys as well as post- irradiat ion rsiechar.ical properties. (Ref. 16, 17, 18)
During the course of operating EBR-II the information gained from thu SURV
subasseniblies was greatly enhanced by the surveillance program? on the driver
fue l , the stainless steel hexagonal ducts and other in-core components.

The most s igni f icant information gained in the surveillance programs
wi l l be presented in the three areas of i r radiat ion induced creep and
swell ing, in-reactor f racture, and sodium compatibility rather than a
detailed account of part icular surveillance examinations.

A. Irradiat ion Induced Creep and Swelling

Th<- Eradiat ion induced swelling behavior of 304 and 304L stainless
steel has ueen well characterized by examination of hexagonal duct mater ial ,
the driver fuel cladding and capsules used to encapsulate driver fuel experi-
ments, and from samples originating from the SURV experiments. Immersion
density data and transmission electron microscopy observations have allowed
us to develop accurate empirical swelling correlritions over a range of
temperatures from 750°F to 1000°F and to neutron fluences of 1.7 x 10" f iv t .

Swelling correlations developed from observations on EBR-IT components
have been effect ively used not only for the testing of theory and the design
of new reactors but also for die prediction of component behavior in EBR-il.
The la t te r application of the swelling correlations w i l l be discussed
further here. Components in the primary system of HBR-II f a l l in the two
categories of replaceable and permanent. Replaceable components generally
receive a high neutron flusnes in a re lat ive ly short period of tii-v end m'.ist
be replaced to avoid ei ther interference problems with neighboring components
or with the constraints in the storage basket. To circumvent loss of plant
ava i lab i l i t y i f a component becomes lodged in the core and co allov/ economy
of use by subjecting the components to a maximum allowable exposure i t is
necessary to accurately predict dimensional change dua to i r radiat ion induced
swelling. We have not experienced any serious d i f f i cu l t i es due to the
inab i l i t y to remove a component that has experienced excessive swelling and
this is primarily due to the capability to predict dimensional changes as a
function of neutron exposure and temperature. The permanent components are
those such as the reactor grid and cover plates that are subjected to a low
neutron f lux over a long period of time. Since small dimensional changes
could result in s igni f icant performance alterations of a permanent component
i t is important to predict the swelling characteristics such that potential
problems can be avoided by additional shielding or possible redesign of the
replaceable components to accommodate dimensional changes in permanent components.

Although our swelling ef for t has focused on 304 and 304L stainless
steels, swelling information has been obtained on the following materials
from the SIJRV subassembl ies : aluminum bronze, S te l l i te 6B, Inconel X-750,
types 420, 347, 416, 17-4PH stainless steels, T-l tool s tee l , beryllium
copper and tanvalum. The SURV subasseinblies are irradiated in row 12 at
the temperature of 700°F and thus the swelling information to date only
extends to a neutron fluence of 9 x 102' n/cm^Es-O.l Mev). Thus far only
aluminum bronze and tantalum have exhibited signif icant density decreases.
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Irradiation induced creep experiments were init iated in EBR-II because
of the necessity to predict behavior of stainless steel components when sub-
jected to an applied s t ress . The irradiation creep experiments consist of
four subassemblies that contain both helium pressurized and unpressurized
tubes of 304L and 316 stainless s teel . The diameter profiles of the tubes
are measured after each in-reactor cycle. The unpressurized tubes yield
the contribution to the total strain from irradiation induced swelling and
thus the difference in the diameter profiles of the stress and unstressed
tubes allows the determination of the creep strain09>20)_ The creep strain
rate has been found to be a linear function of stress and neutron flux.

Another means of extracting creep and stress relaxation information
from EBR-II components is the s l i t tube experiment. Neutron flux and
temperature gradients exist across all components in the primary system
of EBR-II. These gradients jive rise to irradiation induced swelling
gradients which in turn are the source of residual s t ress . These stresses
are responsible for the duct bow and as well the residual stresses have the
p'-.antial of becoming large in fuel cladding. By s l i t t ing specimens of
stainless steel cladding and capsule material and then measuring the distance
of the s l i t closure or opening i t has been possible to determine the magnitude
of the residual s t ress . I t has been found that the r»siui>al stresses are low,
which shows that irradiation induced creop and stress assisted swelling are
effective mechanisms for the relaxation of residual stresses. These measure-
ments of residual stress are also in agreement with measurements of bow on
hexagonal ducts where the amount of bow is less th=m would be predicted from
only consideration of the swelling gradient across the duct.

B. Fracture

Although a great deal of information has evolved from out-of-reactor
experiments on irradiated material, comparatively l i t t l e is known about
the fracture characteristics of stainless steel while subjected to a fast
neutron flux and flowing sodium. We have intentionally generated fifty-four
cladding failures in our Hark-1A and Mark II driver qualification programs .(Ref. 21)
In addition to the cladding failures several shroud tubes in a Hark A-19A
subassc-mbly fractured while the subassembly was being irradiated in E3R-II.
The information gained from the study of these fractures will be the subject
of the following discussion.

All of the fracture surfaces examined to date show the characteristics
of stress corrosion. The fracture surfaces were examined by scanning-electron-
microscopy analysis. The annealed 304L material Mark-IA driver fuel element
cladding that failed at a neutron fluence of 3 x 1022 (E>0.1 MeV) and temperature
of 975°F exhibited intergranular fracture with cracks emanating from both the
inner and outer diameters. The cracks at the inner diameter were due to a
b r i t t l e fuel-cladding interaction zone where the cracks appeared to cease
at the interaction zone-clad interface. The cracks at the outer diameter
of the cladding that were initiated most likely by stress corrosion extend
much further and are the source of cladding failure.
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The annealed 304L material Mark-II driver fuel element cladding fa i lure
examined at a neutron fluence of 6 x 10zz (E>0.1 MeV) with an in-reactor temp-
erature of 1078°F exhibited more duc t i l i t y than the Mark IA fa i l u re . A layer
on the outer diameter of the cladding exhibited intergranular attack, l i ke ly
due to stress corrosion, with the inner ducti le region exhibi t ing the char-
acter is t ic dimples, which show that the fracture propogated from the outer
diameter to the inner diameter.

The only fai lure that occurred in the core of EBR-II during reactor
operation on a structural component took place when eleven of nineteen
shroud tubes fractured in a Mark A-19A subassembly. The shroud tubes are
annealed 304 stainless steel and had experienced an in-reactor operating
temperature of 986°F for a neutron exposure of 2 x 1022 n/cm2 (E>0.1 MeV).
The shroud tubes serve the purpose of separating encapsulated fuel elements
in the subassembly to assure proper sodium flow dist r ibut ion. The shroud
tubes were stressed due to bowing of the capsules. Scanning
electron microscopy examination of the fracture surfaces indicated extensive
intergranular attack although the shroud tube material adjacent to the
fracture surfaces appeared quite ducti le. The inner and outer surfaces of
unirradiated shroud tubing showed heavily etched surfaces from the pickl ing
process used in the manufacture of the tubing. The observed intergranular
attack, coupled with the possib i l i ty of residual halides in the grain
boundaries from the pickl ing process leads, to the conclusion that the
shroud tube failures were a result of stress corrosion cracking.

C. Sodium Compatibility

The primary source of information regarding the compatibil i ty of the
various alloys with l iqu id sodium originates from the previously described
SURV experiments^Ref. 16,17,18)Surveillance programs on the in-core components
is an additional source of compatibility information. All of the alloys in
the SURV experiments (these alloys being l i s ted previously) demonstrated good
sodium compatibil ity with the exceptions of tantalum and the beryll ium-
copper alloys. Samples from the most recent SURV subassembly examined were
exposed in row 12 of EBR-II to a time of 2994 days with a neutron exposure
of 9 x 1Q21 n/cm2 (E>0J MeV). The exposure temperature was near the 700°F
in let sodium temperature. The samples of tantalum and the beryllium-copper
alloy showed appreciable weight losses when exposed to l iqu id sodium. The
beryllium-copper alloy was used for control-rod bushings but th is alloy has
been long since replaced by an aluminum-bronze alloy. Tantalum was used to
clad the antimony source rods and this application was redesigned such that
the antimony source rods now have an inner cladding of tantalum with an
outer stainless steel cladding. An additional observation should be made
with regard to chromium plated components in EBR-II. All plated components
have demonstrated good sodium compatibility when exposed to liquid sodium in
a fast neutron flux.
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VIII. HOT FUEL EXAMINATION FACILITY (HFEF)

Equipment has been installed at the EBR-II s i te for post-irradiation
handling and examination to support the experimental irradiation program.
Generally, post-irradiation activit ies are interim examinations consisting
of: (1) dismantling experimental irradiation subassemblies, (2) nondestructive
examination of the capsules of fuel elements, (3) reassembly of the capsules
or elements into new subassemblies for further irradiation. Capabilities have
also been provided for the destructive, or terminal examination of fuel elements
or structural materials. These operations include: (1) miscellaneous cutting
operations, (2) fuel element fission gas sampling, (3) metallographic sample
preparation and examination. The preparation of irradiated materials for
off-site shipment to experimenters is also a major activity of the examination
facility,

The major in-cell equipment for post-irradiation handling and
examination of experiments consists of equipment for:

Assembly and disassembly
Visual and photographic examination
Dimensional examination
Element handling and positioning
Periscopic examination
Visual and photographic examination
Gamma scanning
Dimensional measurement
Weight measurement
Puncturing and gas-collecting
Spacer wire removal and rewrap
Cladding test
Assembly, welding and leak-test
Sodium bonding and bond test
Neutron radiography
Sodium removal
General machining

The objective of all examination and handling equipment is to efficiently
collect accurate irradiation behavior data from the irradiation specimens. All
the equipment is designed to be remotely operated, and the component parts are
modular subassemblies wherever practical so that remote maintenance, repair,
and replacement can be readily accomplished. The equipment has been designed
for a long operating l ife in the cell environment. The equipment is designed
to permit handling and examination to be performed with specimens in a vertical
at t i tude; this preserves the sodium-bond integrity and minimizes floor-space
requirements. All equipment that penetrates specimen cladding is designed to
retain particles that are generated or released. Purity of the cell atmosphere
is not affected by equipment operation or maintenance.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

The irradiations completed in the ten years of such operation are
extensive, and exceed that known of other liquid metal breeder reactors.
Much insight has been gained for the advancement necessary for maximum success
in the design of LMFBR reactors for power production
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TABLE I

EBR-II INSTRUMENTED SUBASSEMBLY TESTS

(INSAT)

Year
Test No. Completed

XXO1 Prototype subassembly for demonstration of system 1970

XX02 Mixed oxide fuel operating characteristics 1971
(37-pin assembly)

XX03 Creep capsules, Mark I, evaluation LMFBR reference 1971
material

XX04 Mixed oxide fuel and coolant temperature measurements 1971

XX05 Creep capsules, Mark II, (Extension of creep 1975
measurements of XX03)

XX07 Environmental Instrumented Subassembly (EISA) 19/5
employing standard metallic driver fuel
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TABLE II

IN-CORE INSTRUMENT TEST FACILITY TESTS

(INCOT)

Test No.

YYO1

YYO2

YY04

YYO5

YY06

YY07
YY09

YY08

Instrument or Material Test

Performance and reliability of eddy current flow
sensors. Two flow sensors with voltage and tem-
perature readout.

Evaluation of boron carbide and europium oxide ab-
sorber materials at various temperature and flux
levels.

Performance of self-powered and gas-powered in-core
neutron flux sensors.

Acoustic energy measurements with piezoelectric
transducers.

Evaluation of absorber materials and capsule vents
at a variety of temperature and pressures.

Multi-irradiation of biaxial creep capsules.

Irradiation of uniaxial creep specimens with lasar data
transmission system.

Year
Completed

1972

1974

1975

1975
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TABLE I I I

EBR-II NUCLEAR INSTRUMENT TEST FACILITY

(NITF)

Year
Test No. Completed

Nl-1 Two f ission counte s at 700°F 1972

Nl-2 Two f ission counters at 1000°F 1974

NT-3 Compensated ion chamber at 700°F

NT-5 Wide range f lux detector at 100°F

Nl-8 I r radiat ion effects on detector cables

TABLE IV

RL-1 Oxygen and Hydrogen Meter Module

RL-2 Specimen Equi l ibrat ion Module for Oxygen Determination
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